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Abstract
The Olympic Games is one of the most watched sporting events in the modern

era. The games provide a highly publicized international stage where the
competitors are representatives oftheir country. Media outlets present a visible
discourse in the way male and female representatives are portrayed (Messner,
Duncan, Jensen. 1993). While male athletes are applauded for their strenglh,
agility and skill, female athletes are sexualized. From the midriff baring
bikinis of beach volleyball to the leggy leotards of gymnastics, women's
entertainment value stems from the sexualization of their bodies instead of
their athletic abilities (Kane, M. J. 1996). While male uniforms most often
favor longer shorts and baggy t-shirts, female uniforms usually consist of
tight-fitting leotards, spandex, short dresses, or skirts. In addition to providing
entertainment value, these uniforms ensure that female athletes adhere to
societal norms regarding what a woman "should" look like. Despite engaging
in the exact same physical activity as their male counterparts, female athletes
are expected to appear feminine. On the world's most public stage, these
female athletes are treated more as models than fierce competitors.
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Introduction
The Olympics is a highly viewed, highly publicized international event,

which features competitors from across the world. The athletes that participate
in the Olympic Games are representatives of their country on the intemational
stage. From their actions and performance to the uniforms they wear, each
aspect of these participants is a reflection of the nation they represent.
Differences in male and female uniforms even within a single sporting event
can be seen internationally, especially on the Olympic stage. Worldwide
societal nonns about how women "should" look are a leading factor in these
disparities, ultimately proving that male and female athletes are valued for two
very different reasons. Media outlets place a larger emphasis on the skill and
strength of male athletes while female athletes are valued more for their sex
appeal rather than their physical abilities.

The Olympics of the modern era began in 1896 in Athens, and since
then has grown in both size and popularity. Women's sports were first present
four years later in 1900 at the Paris Olympic Games. Originally, women were
only allowed to compete in two sports, tennis and golf out of the five total
events the Olympics hosted. Throughout the 1900s, the number of women's
sports and female participants slowly grew. In 1991, the International Olympic
Committee (IOC) mandated that any new sport wishing to be included in the
Olympic program must have a women's division. However, it was not until
the addition of women's boxingin2012that women could compete in every
Olympic sport (International Olympic Committee, 2016). Today, for every
sport in which men participate, a female division is also available. Despite
this more egalitarian access to the international stage, the way in which female
athletes are presented and appear is very different.

While subtle discourses between male and female competitors can be
found in each sport, the sexualization of women's bodies is blatantly obvious

in three distinct Olympic events: beach volleyball, tennis, and

gymnastics.

Beach volleyball and gymnastics are highly viewed Olympic sports that bring

in large amounts of male viewership (Ariens, 2016). Tennis uniforms

have

not progressed with societal standards and continue to hold onto "traditional
female dress." Beach volleyball features female athletes playing in tight, skinexposing uniforms, while male volleyball players compete in loose-fltting tank
tops and baggy shorts. Tennis rarely sees female athletes competing in

shorts-

they most often wear skirts or dresses, the epitome of traditional female dress.
Gymnastics highlights female participants in spandex leotards, while theirmale

courterparts choose between shorts or long pants. These three sports represent
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the norm for female athletes; "selling one's own sex appeal is more or less
required for any female athlete who wants to reach the pinnacle of her career

"dog" and a'odyke" at every tun1" (Wade, 2011). Society
has forced women to sell their bodies to gain the fame and recognition their
skill deserves. Not all sports include such blatant disparities between male and
without being called

a

female uniforms. For example, both male and female soccer players wear very

similar style uniforms; however, female athletes are still not ffeated as equal
to their male counterparts. By requiring women to still appear feminine while
competing in athletics, international sports federations, along with the media,
put a bigger emphasis on the fact that these athletes are feminine, rather than
on their agility, strength, and skill.
Sexualization of female athletes is problematic in multiple ways. "Some
have proposed that a way to limit female power is to sexualize and, therefore,

frvialize women athletes" (Riebock, A., & Bae, J. 2013). The media, by
sexualizing female athletes, is undermining the authority women have over
their own bodies. This further perpetuates a view of women as materialistic
items rather than powerful and independent beings. Sexualization subtracts
from the sellautocraay a woman holds over her own body. The way in which
the media presents female athletes "serves to reinforce patriarchal power and
devalue women's athleticism" (Riebock, A.,

&

Bae, J. 2013). The current

presentation of female athletes, through dress and media coverage, has taken
the athletic aspects of their bodies and repackaged them into desirable objects

forvisual consumption. This is problematic intwo ways. First, these women are
undervalued for the athletic skill and talent they possess. Secondly, presenting
women in this way can negatively affect young girls, especially young female
athletes who view professional female athletes as role models. Sexualization
of female athletes not only devalues their skills, but also affects generations of
younger girls entering the world of sports.

Literature Review
Sexual Objectification Theory "postulates that many women are sexually

objectified and treated as an object to be valued for its use by others" (Carr,

2011). Sexual objectification places a greater emphasis on appeilance and
physical beauty over competence and skill. Research has shown that through
many different mediums, including sports media, women are more often show

in sexual manners such as "revealing and provocative clothing, portrayed
in ways that emphasize their body parts and sexual readiness, serving as
decorative objects" (Carr,2011). In addition, Carr found that "[m]any women
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also experience immersed forms

of [sexual objectification] that occur when

women are part of situations, environments, and subcultures where the [sexual
objectification] of women is encouraged and promoted. For example, certain
situations that accentuate awareness of observers' perspectives on women's

bodies [...] are likely to enhance [sexual objectiflcation]." Olympic sports
put an emphasis on women's bodies through the uniforms they wear, which
accentuate themore feminine aspects oftheirbodies. This sexual objectification
can have negative effects in women such as depression, body shaming, and
eating disorders. Too much attention is often focused on female athletes'
bodies while their physical abilities are ignored.

Sports have cultured

a

of male superiority because a larger
skill-men are viewed as powerful athletes

sense

emphasis is put on strength over

while women are usually attributed

as graceful. Another way in which men are

viewed as better athletes than women can be found in the emphasis placed on
athleticism in sports. Athleticism is "someone's fitness and ability to perform

well at sports or other physical activities (Athleticism, n.d.)." Sports, such

as

football, that require muscle mass and agility are valued more than sports, like
gymnastics, which embody grace and beauty. For example, Aaron Rodgers,
quarterback for the Green Bay Packers, earns an annual salary of $22 million
(Alpea J., 2013), compared to Gabby Douglas, 2012 gymnastics gold medalist,

who earns approximately $1-3 million annual salary (Mcleod, M.). Due to
this definition of athleticism, society has accepted the assumption that sports
belong primarily to men (Kane, M. J., 1996). Female athletes, because they
are biologically "subordinate" to men, are presented by the media as ladies

first and athletes second. Female athleticism has been ignored and devalued
through an overemphasis of physical attractiveness and femininity. The focus

of physical attractiveness over physical skill in female athletes inadvertently
sets a standard that only men can be "real" athletes. This, in turn, perpetuates

the implication that female athletes are playing in a man's world (Kane, M. J.,
1996). The sexualization of women continually points out that "sportswomen
are not really like male athletes and never can be or should be" (Kane, M.

J., 1996). This portrays women in a position of weakness, while men are

"[]t

is clear that one of the most powerful
transmitters of cultural knowledge-the visual image-is actively shaping,
reinforcing, and creating oppressive and demeaning attitudes toward female
athleticism" (Kane, M. J., 1996). Female athletes' sex appeal, rather than skill,
the ultimate athletes above them.

is what drives viewership of women's sports.
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According to research by Elizabeth A. Daniels, sexualized female
athletes can have several different effects on young women. In Daniels's
study, she found that images which portray the sexual objectification of female
athletes can cause female viewers to focus on their own self-image in terms

of physical beauty over physicality: the female audience expressed a higher
level of negative comments about their self-image after viewing such photos.

Additionally, Daniels found that sexualized images of female athletes prompts
self-objectification in young female audiences (Daniels, E. A. 2009).
Sexualized images of female athletes can have more than iust a
physiological impact on young girls and women. In a study done by
Fredrickson and Harrison, they found that women who self-objectify actually
move their bodies in a more restrictive and defensive manner. Additionally,
self-objectification may cause girls to avoid participating in sports or other
physical activities (Daniels, E. A. 2009). Sexualization of female athletes
is problematic because the need for sex appeal in women's athletics masks
the skill these female athletes have and can cause major psychological issue
regarding body appearance.

Soccer
Soccer's uniform requirements for intemational tounaments are
mandated by the Federation Internationale de Football Association (FIFA).
Soccer uniform codes are extremely generic and do not include many
regulations. In fact, there is no distinction in the uniform codes between male

All FIFA mandates for
its soccer players is that they wear a team kit. The team kit is composed of a
shirt, shorts, and socks. No fuither mandates on style, shape, length, or fit are
and female divisions, they are both included cohesively.

required, teams are only asked to wear their official team colors (Regulations

for

the Olympic Football Tournaments,20l6).

While at flrst glance, female soccer athletes appear to be valued and
treated in the same way as their male counterparts, deep down they are not. In
the United States, despite being arguably more successfulthan the men's team,

the U.S. women's team is paid significantly less. In 2015, the U.S. women's
team raked in 56.6 million in profits, compared to the men's team's proflt

of

only $2 million. Despite bringing in more revenue, female soccer players are
paid consistently less than their male counterparts (Das, 2016). Lisa Wade
would argue that this is because female soccer players have not made the
necessary "patriarchal bargain" of selling their body for fame (Wade, 201 1).
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Tennis
Tennis uniform regulations are also decided by an international
organization, the International Tennis Federation (ITF). However, unlike
beach volleyball, the uniforms for both male and female athletes are held to

the same standards and requirements. The ITF states that players must only
wear "proper and clean tennis attire (2013 Official Rulebook,2013)" which
excludes sweatpants, sweatshirts, dress shirts, t-shirts, jeans, and cutoffs (lTF

MEN'S CIRCUIT RULES & REGULATIONS 2013,2013). Despite the lack
still a visible discourse in the uniforms male and
female tennis players choose to wear. While male tennis players wear loose
of

a strict dress code, there is

fiUing shorts and sleeved shirts (Figure 1), female players most often choose to
wear dresses or skirts (Figure 2).
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USA, 2012 Olympics.
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Serena l{illiams in no mood to slow down, eyes
Rio Olympics. (2012). Retrieved March 15,
2016.

A select few female tennis players have made the bold choice to dress
outside of typical female attire for competitions. In 1933, Helen Jacobs
wore shorts to Wimbledon, one of the most prestigious and traditional tennis
tournaments (Figure 3). Anne White shocked the tennis community once again
by wearing a white, Lycra unitard to Wimbledon in 1985 (Figure 4). White's
opponent, whom she had beaten, complained that White's outfit was distracting
and the referees asked White to not wear the unitard for the remainder of the

tournament. More recently, Anna Kournikova wore shorts to the U.S. Open
in 2000 (Truit, E.) (Figure 5). Despite being in accordance with ITF uniform
rules, each of these apparel choices sparked huge media attention because these

women had deviated from societal norrns, which accept skirts and dresses
the common uniform choice for female tennis players.
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Rarely do women differ from the traditional tennis dress and wear shorts.

However, when female athletes do deviate from the normal path by wearing
shorts or even a unitard, they face uproar and controversy. The day after White
debuted her unitard, five of London's eight national papers had her plastered on

the front page.Additionally, White was described as "weird" and'oa California

girl" for not following traditional tennis dress (Littwin, M., 1985). While the
rules may not mandate tt, accepted norrns have required that female tennis
players "dress like a woman" and wear skirts and/or dresses. This emphasizes
the female tennis players are women first and athletes second.
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April 03, 2016
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Kournikova, 2000
Anna Kournikovo. (20 I 2).
Retrieved March 15, 2016

Gymnastics
Gymnastics is another Olympic sport that features prominent disparities

between its male and female athletes. The Fdddration Internationale de
Gymnastique is responsible for mandating uniform requirements for
international competition, including the Olympic Games. Female gymnasts are
required to wear skintight leotards (See Figure 6 below) or unitards , they may
wear tights but their only option to allow for some modesty is the addition of
91
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half skirt, which must not cover the pelvic area (2013 Code of Points, 2013).
Their male counterparts' uniforms consist of long pants (See Figure 7 below)
for Pommel Horse, Rings, Horizontal Bar, and Parallel Bars. Male gymnasts
a

have the option of switching to shorts (See Figure 8 below) for Vault and Floor
Exercise. Additionally, they have the option to wear a singlet (2013-2016 Code

of Points, 2016) (similar to the women's unitard), however, this option is rarely
utilized.
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Women s

Figure

7. Men s

Long Pants

Leotard
Andrew Mills I NJ
Advance Media.for
NJ.com. (2012). 2012
LONDON OLYMPICS:

Figure B. Men s
Shorts

20 1 2. (20 1 2). Retrieved

Mens glmnastics leotqrd.
(20 I 2)

March 15,2016

Retrieved March

Craziness of ol7'mpics

15.

2016

Women's pXtmnastics.

Retrieved March

15,

2016

The code of conduct states that female participants must wear tight
uniforms so that judges may accurately score their form (2013 Code of Points,
2013). However, the male athletes are allowed to wear loose fitting apparel,
despite participating in the exact same or very similar events. This rule shows
in the way male and female athletes are valued. Women must wear
exposing uniforms that accentuate the female body and are admired for their
grace and beauty while men wear comfortable apparel that emphasizes their
a discourse

strength and agility. Male and female gymnasts are held to different standards
despite competing in the same sport. Uniform rules, created by the international
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federation, have encouraged sexualization

of female gymnasts by

forcing

them to compete in uniforms that accentuate the female body. This once again
encourages audiences to value these women for the attractive nature of their
bodies, not the extreme strength and talent they possess.

Beach Volleyball
One of the most recognized disparities in uniforms based on gender
is found in beach volleyball. The Fdddration Internationale de Volleyball
(FIVB) is the international organrzation that creates rules, including uniform
requirements, for international volleyball tournaments. FIVB is not associated
with one gender, but instead it is responsible for regulating both men and
women's beach volleyball. The organization's rules also apply to the Olympic
beach volleyball games. Despite that both men and women participate in
the exact same event, their unifoffns vary drastically. While men are free to
wear loose fltting tank tops and shorts, as seen in Figure 9, women, prior to
2012, were confined to tight, form fitting swimsuits and spandex (Figure l0)
(PLAYERS' UNIFORMS GUIDELINES FOR OLYM?IC GAMES, 2004).
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Figure 9. USA, 2012 Olympics
Rogers and Dalhausser beat Spanish
in Olympic beach volleyball. (2012).

Olympic women's beach volleyball: USA
vs China - PHOTOS I ksdk.com. (2012).
Retrieved March I 5, 20 I 6

Retrieved March 15. 2016

Figure

Figure 10. USA, 2012 Olympics

l1

(PLAYERS' LINIFORMS GUIDELINES FOR OLYMPIC
GAMES, 2004) models the uniform requirements of male beach volleyball
players. The diagram shows a loose-fitting tank top and shorts and is devoid

of

many requirements, save for a few advertising and identification regulations.
The most important part of the diagram to note is the one regulation to do with
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the cut/fit of the men's shorts, which states that the male athletes'shorts must
be a minimum of fifteen centimeters above the knee.
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Figure 12 (PLAYERS' UNIFORMS GUIDELII{ES FOR OLYMPIC
GAMES, 2004) depicts the seldom worn one-piece uniform option for female
beach volleyball players. It is a sleeveless, skintight leotard which exposes
the players' legs. The only regulations of this piece deal with advertising and
identification.
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PLAYERS'UNIFORMS
GUIDELTNES FOR OLYMPIC
GAMES. (2004) Fddiration
Internqtionale de Volleyball.
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Figure 13 (PLAYERS' UNIFORMS GUIDELINES FOR OLYMPIC
GAMES, 2004) is the model for the women's two-piece uniform option, the
most common uniform choice of female beach volleyball athletes. It features
a racer back crop top and

brief style bottoms. Here, the main regulation is the
94
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maximum seven-centimeter waistband; this is an important distinction from
the male uniform. The diction used in regulating both sets of uniforms shows
a clear discourse in the intention of each uniform. While the men's uniforms
feature a minimum

of 15 cm

above the knee, the women's is constricted to a

maximum of 7 cm waistband-the men's shorts must be at least a certain length,

but the women's bottoms may be no longer than a certain length.
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Figure 14. Expanded Womenb Uniform Options

Volleyball Sport Regulations. (2016). Fdddration Internationale de Volleyball.

On March 18,2012, the FIVB board of administration voted to expand
the women's uniform options. Pants, shorts and sleeved tops were added, as
seen in Figure 14 (2016 Beach Volleyball Sport Regulations, 2016), to respect

customs and/or religious beliefs. However, as shown in Figure 15 (Uniform

for all beach volleyball events, 2012), these uniforms, which cover
more skin, are still skintight and show off the female athlete's body shape.
Additionally, very few female beach volleyball players have chosen to take
change

advantage of the additional, more conservative uniforms.

Female beach volleyball uniforms highlight the most important aspect
of the sport: the female body. Their uniforms are tight and exposing, showing

off

lot of skin. The focus of the audience is drawn to the bodies of the female
athletes rather than their skill. Male athletes, who participate in the exact same
a

physical activity, play in loose fitting uniforms. The lack of exposed skin and
tight uniforms leads the audience to focus more on the physical skill of the
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male athletes rather than their physical appearance. During the 2012 London

Olympics, Misty May Treanor (USA Beach Volleyball) was the 3rd top
searched female athlete on NBCOlympics.com with 7,638,830 views, behind
Gabby Douglas and McKayla Maroney (USA Gymnastics) (London Olympics

on NBC is Most-Watched Television Event in U.S. History). Additionally,
commentators have described the game and female beach volleyball athletes
with adjectives such as "lovely little attack," "instinct was carrying her" and
"sporting miracle" (Women's Beach Volleyball Semi-Finals - USA v CHN).
Comments such as these detract and undermine the skill and ability of female
beach volleyball athletes. Sexualization of female athletes through skimpy
uniforms encourages audiences to undermine the abilities ofthese very talented
athletes.
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April

0i,2016

Conclusion

of

Female athletes compete on the international stage in front of millions
viewers. These athletes are highly trained and extremely skilled, but

international norms of how a woman should appear keeps these athletes from
receiving proper appreciation of their skill. International federations mandate
uniforms for international competitions such as the Olympics. Despite having
a men'S and women's sect of the exact Same sport, the women's uniforms
mandated in beach volleyball, tennis, and gymnastics differ drastically from the
uniforms of their male counterparts. The women's versions of these uniforms
sexualize and enhance the femininity

of each female athlete through tight
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uniforms, exposed skin, and skins or dresses. These female athletes are valued
more for their sex appeal while male athletes are applauded for strength and

skill, despite the fact thatboth are engaging in the exact same physical activity.
While this behavior demeans and undervalues women in sports, it can
also have a negative impact on female audiences. The sexualization of female
athletes can lead young girls and women to objectiff themselves. The emphasis

of femininity and appearance in internationally viewed female sports created
a mindset that physical beauty is more important than skill, this in tum has a

huge impact on young girls, especially young female athletes who look up
to professional female athletes as role models. These girls take the images
presented to them, through the media,

ffid intemalize that image as what is

respected in the world. Research has shown that images of sexualized female
athletes can aause young women to be hyperaware of how they look, act and
even move (Daniels, E. A. 2009). Female athletes need to be presented in the
exact same manner as their male counterparts in order to gain the respect and

proper appreciation of skill they deserve, and to provide positive images to
young girls in order to boost self-confidence.
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